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ABSTRACT 

The A2  mass spectrum is studied in the 

+ 	 I. 
 i reaction it p - A2p at.7 GeV/c n a hydrogen 

bubble chamber in order to investigate previously 

reporteQ structures we report on 1466 A 2  eve 

with mass resolutions of 3.8, 6.7, and 9,2 MeV in 

— 	 -F 
the K

+  K , 3rr, and i-pT 	channels. 

The first evidence for a dip in the A 2  meson mass distribution was 

reported ma missing mass spectrometer experiment at CERN{1]. Thc 

samegroup confirmed the A 2  splitting in another experiment using a 

different apparatus[2]. In both cases the A 2  structure was adequately 

described either by a double-pole foimula[3] or by two interfering icso-

nances. Subsequently, several other experiments[4i have reported indica-

tions of structuru in i-ne A 2  ma's disti bution 
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We report here on an experiment in which the A 2  is produced n-i 
+ 	+ 	 .'-I--- 	++ 	+ the reaction .rr p - A 2p and decays via the K K o  , n ii - , and ir 

modes[5]. In all cases, whether the modes are considered separately 

or simultaneously, a' Breit-Wigner res.onance formula 'gives an adequate 

fit to the data, whereas a two-parameter double-pole formula [3] gives 

poorer fits. The data are also adequately fit by two coherent resonances 

with masses and widths fixed at the values found by CERN[ 2], when the 

amplitudes and relative phase of the two resonances are allowed to vary 

independently for each decay mode. 

Our experiment is a 700 000-picture (' 45 events/i.b)exposure of 

the SLAC 82-in hydrogen bubble chamber to an rf-separated rr+ beam[6] 

of 7.1 GeV/c The samples of the three decay modes of the A., were ob-

tained in the following reactions: 

+0 ir p - K K1 p 	(424 events) 	 (1) 

iT p - iT ir rr p 	(68000 events) 	(2) 

++-'o  
iT + p -. ir iT iT iT p 	(50 000 events) 	(3) 

For reaction (1) we require that the KO  decays visibly in the cham-

ber; these events appear asV-2 prongs. All of the 28000 events of this 

topology have been measured and the 15% that failed were remeasured. 

For reactions (2) and (3) we measured the 245 000 4-prongs for which 

the scanner recorded the observation of at' least one heavily ionizing 

positive track[71 This represents 55% of our total sample of 4-prongs 

but contains most of our A 2  events. 
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Reactions (f) and (2) a re highly constrained kinematically: seven 

constraints for (1) and four constraints for (2). There is consequently 

relatively little ambiguity in assigning events to definite reactions[8]. 

• The presence of ambiguities represents a more seriousproblem for re-

action (3); the treatment of these events is discussed under (iii) below. 

We now discuss each reaction separately: 

A-* K+R0. 	Fig. Ia shows the K+K  invariant mass distribu- 

tion for the 424 examples of reaction (I); the A 2  signal is very clear. 

+ 	++ - 
 

	 +. A2 -* it 11 ii . For the purpose of studying the A 2  in reaction (2), 

+ the events witha A in either pit mass combination were removed[9 

In the three -pion mass distribution of the remaining 25590 events, the 

A2  signal appears on the high-energy side of a large peak at low three-

Oiufl IiäS, the A.. To suppress the A 1  we have firther resi:rictcci the 

sample to events with the invariant four-momentum transfer to the pro-

ton, _t > 0.2 GeV/c (fig. tb). The A 2  signal is very clear and most
pp  

of the low-mass peak is absent[i01. 

+ 	+ 	 • 

A2  -~ ipr, For reaction (3) we studied those events in which 

+ 	+ 	 +-o 	+ A2  - flit was followed by 11 - it it it . The (it it
- 
 iiO 

) mass distribution 

for the one-constraint fit Tr±p - Titir1T0p is shown in fig.. 2e. The 

shaded area indicates the events accepted into the sample of two-con- 

+ 	+ 	
• 	 - straint fits: ir p 	it pq followed by i - it 

+ 	o 
ii it . These events repre- 

sent almost all the ii events with verylittle background[II]. The (rii) 

mass distribution, after events containing a A have been removed[9], 

is shown in fig. ic. 

We have studied our mass resolution in detail since good resolution 

is critical for the observation of structure in the A 2  peak. Fig. 2a 

• 	 . 	 • 

	

• 	 . 
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shows the effect of the resolution on the expected valley-to-peak ratio 

for a double-pole shape. 

Knowledge of the beam momentum, in addition to that derivcd by 

measuring an individual event[12],  is useful in improving mass resolution. 

We have used highly constrained events to determine the characteristics 

of the beam momentum distribution in the chamber. The results of these 

studies, which do not depend on any assumptions about the character of 

(or aberrations in) the beam optIcs ;  show that the beam momentum is 

known to better than ±0.516[13].  This information (with the 

± 0.50/6  uncertainty) was used in all fits. Various examples of the sensi-

tivity of the mass resolution to the assumed uncertainty in the beam mo-

mentum are shown in fig. 2b. 

	

We have checked the experiineixtai nia 	ieuiuLim iii 	vii 

cases 	for 	it+.i.•.trO and 	W-+  ir+ir_ir0 	in Ic fits, for K - 

- in the reaction it + p_* K + pit 
+ 

it where the K 0  mass and direction were 

not constrained; and for the proton in the reaction it + p -*
ir + + it  .- pit 	where 

the proton mass was not constrained. The experimental histograms 

are shown in fig. Zc-f. For the proton, K ° , and i  mass distributions 

the curves represent the predicted mass resolution calculated when the 

uncertainties introduced by multiple scattering and measurement errors 

are propagated by our fitting programs; in the case of the w the predicted 

mass resolution was folded with a Breit-Wigner resonance shape of 

width r = 11.9 MeV[14]. The curves are centered on the known particle 

masses[14]. In all cases the experimental mass distributions are con-

sistent with or narrower than the predicted curves, and the positions 

of the peak are consistent with the particle masses within a fraction 
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of an MeV. By fitting the proton, K ° , r, and w mass distributions 

with the resolution as an unknown paramétér, we find the half width at 

half maxImum (HWHM) of the resolution function to be 2.7 ± 0.1., 3.4 ± 0.2, 

5.4±0.4, and 8.0±0.4 MeV, respectively, where 2.8, 3.5, 6.2, and 

90 MeV were expected. The calculated mass resolutions (HWHM) for 

the A2  mass region are 3.8, 6.7, and 9.2 MeV for the KK, 3rr, and iij 

decay modes respectively. 

The mass distributions in the A 2  region for all three decay modes 

are presented in fig. 3. No obvious fine structure is observed in any 

of these distributions. 

Previous experiments[1, Z] have shown that a two-parameter double-

pole for±nula[3] is a convenient parametrization of the A 2  structure in 

L 	
4. 	 _ , c 
	 A 

signal with the shape observed in these experiments, we have made fits 

by using both a Breit-Wigner (BW' and a double-pole (DP) formula over 

the mass regions shown in fig. 3. 

To test how well the BW and DP hypotheses fit the data, least-

squares fits were made  by using narrow bins (10 MeV for ipi and KK 

and 5 MeV for 3-rr) in the 1200- to 1400-MeV region and broad bins 

(1.0 times the width of the narrow bins) in the outer region (two bins on 

each side) These uneven bin sizes were chosen so that the confidence 

level would be determined primarily by.the inner resonance region and. 

would be only slightly affected by the outer region. This outer region 

must he included to determine the background adequately. Maximum 

likelihood fits were made because the ratio of the likclihoods gives a 

direct comparison of the DP and BW hypothcses[151. 
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Fits were made not only to each decay mode separately but to the 

combination of the KK and qTr events and also to all three modes 

• 	sirriultarieous1y[6]. Inthuse combined fits, separate linear backgrounds 

• 	and resolution functions were used for each mode, but the mass and 

width of the resonance was required to be the same in all modes. The 

fits to the combination of K —K and rir samples wereperformed because 

these two decay modes have a much larger signal-to-background ratio 

than does the 37r decay mode; théréfore, the results of the fits are less 

sensitive to the shape of the background than are the results from the 

simultaneous fits to all three decay modes. 

The results of these fits are shown in table 1, and curves repre-

sentinv the combined likelihood fit to the data are shown in fig 3 The 

tabulated values of the masses, widths, and likelihood ratios come 

from the likelihood fits, and the confidence levels come from the least-

squares fits. In some cases there was more than one solution for the 

DP hypothesis, and only the one having the largest likelihOod is tabu-

lated. Because of the relatively low confidence levels and the ambig-. 

uities of these DP fits, we have not quoted errors for the fitted values 

for this hypothesis. 

As one can see in table 1, all of the decay modes fit adequately to 

a single Breit-Wigner hypothesis,.and the values of the mass and.width 

of the resonance are in agreement among the three modes. The double-

pole fits have lower confidence levels and the valuesof the mass and 

width of the double-pole are not in agreement among the three modes. 

When a simultaneous fit to all three decay modes is made, the likelihood 

for the Breit-Wigner hypothesis is tO 7 
 times bigger than the likelihood 

for the doub]e-pole hypothesis. 
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Our experiment is not exactly comparable to any of the previous 

experiments because of differences in one or more of the f011owing: 

charge of the incident particle, momentum of the incident particic, 

momentum transfer range studied, and detection and momentum measure-

ment of the charged final state particles. We have the iefore considered 

the case of two coherent resonances, which might reconcile the disagree-

ment in the A2  mass shapes between experiments. We fitted our data 

by fixing the masses and widths of the resonances at the values deter-

mined by CERN[2] (M 1. = 1298 MeV, F1.= 90 MeV, M 2  = 1297 MeV, 

F2  = 1.2 MeV) and varying the relative amplitude and phase of the two 

resonances independently for each decay mode to achieve the best fit. 

The fitting was carried out in the same manner as described for the BW 

and DP hypotheses. The resulting confidence levels were essentially 

the same as those of the BWfits and were consistent withthe narrow reso-

nance having an amplitude comparable to the wide one in all channels. 

In conclusion, the particular structure reported in previous experi-

ments for the A 2  has not manifested itself in our data. The double -pole 

formula, which adequately represents previous A 2  structure, gives poor 

fits in our case. However, our data can be fitted either by two coherent 

resonances with the same masses and widths as those found by CERN[2] 

or by a single Brit-Wigner resonance 

We thank Joseph J. Murray for his work in beam design and con-

struction. We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of the staff of the 

Stanford Linear Accelerator and the 82-in. bubble chamber in obtaining 

the data for this experiment. We also thank Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

Group A Scanning and Measuring Group for their help in data reduction. 
F 
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Lynch 1  and F. T. Soimitz, .Phys. Rev. Letters 23, (1969) 1071. The resolution 

function for each distribution was folded in with the resonance shape. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Mass plots showing the A 2  signal in the three decay channels studjed in 

this paper. 

Fig. 2. (a) The effect of folding a Gaussian resolution shape with standard 

deviation ar
. into the double-pole formula. The valley-to-peak ratio is 

plotted. The upper scale is O•/lDP  and the lower assumes r DP = 28 MeV. 

The resolution (HWHM) =(2lfl2/2a j . (b) Mass resolutions as a func-

tion of the a.sumed accuracy, p/p. Ap is the error in the incident beam 

momentum (p)  from sources other than the measurement of an individual 

event. The arrow indicates p/p = 0.5% , the value used by our fitting pro- 

grams. (c) Mass of the proton in three-constraint fits to reaction (2), 

where the proton mass is allowed to vary. The curve is the predicted 

resolution (2.8 MeV HWHM) centered on the known proton mass. (d) The 

events Of reaction (1) fitted to 1rp- Kpir 7r to determine the accuracy ot 

the resolution function in the K°  mass region. The curve represents the 

predicted resolution (3.5 MeV HWHM) centered on the knov'n K 0 rnass. 

(e) M(11,TTr0)  from the Ic fits of reaction (3) in the 11 region. Shaded events 

chosen to fit the reaction iT +p - pTr q. The curve represents the predicted 

resolution (6.2 MeV HWHM) centered on the known ri mass. (f) M(Tr+iT1T0) 

from reaction 3 in the w region. The curve represents a BW fit to the data 

with r= 11.9 MeV and the predicted resolution (9.0 MeV HWHM) folded in, 

and centered on the known w mass. 

Fig. 3. Mass plots in the A 2  region. The curves are from the likelihood fit to 

the three decay modes simultaneously; BW (solid line) and DP (dashed 

line). 
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